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In Bradford, Pennsylvania

Mrs. Alford’s Nitro Factory 

        he cooked  3,000 pounds of 
nitroglycerine every day. Mrs. Byron 
Alford, the “Only Woman in the World who 
Owns and Operates a Dynamite Factory,” was a 
proper turn-of-the-century lady – and an 
astute business-woman in the midst of 
America’s first billion-dollar oilfield.  

Pennsylvania’s Bradford drillers needed 
nitroglycerine for “shooting” their wells to 
boost production. Mrs. Alford 
manufactured it for them. 

“It is an odd business for a woman to be 
in,” says Mrs. Alford in an 1899 New York 
World feature, “but I know no reason why a 
woman who understands it cannot manage 
it as well as a man.” She entered the 
business in 1884 with her husband. Ten 
years later, owing to Mr. Alford’s failing 
health, she took the business.  

By 1899 she had increased daily production 
to 3,000 pounds of nitroglycerine and 6,000 
pounds of dynamite. Her factory of 12 
cheaply built and unpainted wood buildings 
was located just outside of Eldred, Pa. 
Brick buildings would have been prettier, 
she told the New York newspaper, but it 
would cost more to replace them. 

The owner of a nitroglycerine factory never knows 
beforehand when it is going to blow up or afterward 
why it did blow up; there is never anyone to explain 
how it happened.

In 1899, the manufacture of nitroglycerine 
was a primitive, cautious, temperature-
sensitive churning of nitric and sulphuric 
acids with glycerin.  

“On the accuracy of the thermometer depend the 
lives of the employees. When the mixing is done, 
the liquid is the color of milk. It is drawn off into a 
wooden tank in which there is eighteen inches of 
cold water. As the milky fluid strikes the water, 
red fumes light the surface and there is a sound like 
the hissing of geese. The nitroglycerine settles to the 
bottom…”

An eight-quart can weighed 26 pounds and 
sold for $8 dollars. It was delivered by 
wagon – trains would not transport nitro-
glycerine for any price.  

Mrs. Alford says if people are kind to 
nitroglycerine, they can live with it for a 
long time, despite her own close call. She 
lived with her husband and daughter only 
about 80-yards from their factory.  

One evening, an employee may have 
absent-mindedly lit a match or otherwise 
erred; the factory and their home were 
obliterated and the family buried under 
the debris. Neighbors dug them out to 
find they were not seriously injured. 
They rebuilt and started again. 

Mrs. Alford raised her daughter, Dessie, 
in the business.  “Dessie is my right 
bower,” she said. “I believe in bringing 
up a girl to work, even if it is not 
necessary from a financial point of view. 
Riches, if they fly away, do not work so 
much hardship for a girl who has been 
taught to work.” 

The 19th century oilfield was a 
dangerous place and nitroglycerine was 
its most dangerous visitor. Despite the 
hazards, Mrs. Alford lived long and 
prospered. She died of natural causes in 
1924 at the age of 77. Daughter Dessie 
followed in 1947 at the age of 79.   

Tucked away in community oil museums are buried treasures of America’s oil and gas exploration 
heritage. Sherri Schultz shared one such gem at the Penn-Brad Oil Museum outside Bradford, Pa. 
“This was done by a student many years ago,” she says of the laminated paper (above). “It was a 
school project done by one of Mrs. Alford’s descendants.”  The oil patch artifact offers another little 
known insight into the history of the industry, 21-years before women won the right to vote.  

Bryner Builds a “Standard” Museum Derrick 

The high grade oil metropolis of the world, proclaimed a 1971 newspaper advertisement saluting the 100th
anniversary of the first oil producing well in McKean County, Pa. “Where else can the oil industry 
look back on such an historical background as in the Bradford field?” A century of progress in the 
oil industry, the adjoining article added, noting that “Inspection on the floor of the Penn-Brad 
Drilling Rig at Custer City is made by George G. Blaisedell, president of Zippo Manufacturing Co.  
With him is E. James Bryner, museum committee chairman and past president of the Bradford 
district Pennsylvania Oil Producers Association, originators of the museum with the help of many 
generous sponsors.” 

There was a time when oil rigs were built in three days and hundreds dotted the rolling hills. By the 
time of the Penn-Brad museum’s founding, the rigs were long gone – as were many of the old 
oilfield veterans who constructed them. To build an exact replica took considerable effort from two 
brothers, Carl and Arthur Seagren, who spent six weeks working with oak and pine, timber. Rare 
items like bull wheels were found. The 72-foor authentic rig was completed; the Seagrens began 
construction of the adjacent 60-foot museum building. Zippor Manufacturing Co. is still 
headquartered in Bradford.
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